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Private Cloud
Connect
Offered as a boost to our Cloud-ready Private Network (MPLS), Private
Cloud Connect allows for secure connectivity breakout to businesses
that need to connect to their third party Cloud service provider.
There’s no need for business traffic to touch the public Internet. Private
Cloud Connect supports various tariffs to meet the demand of your
business and is wholly resilient delivering a better business experience.

Ideal for:
Businesses concerned about sensitive data which they wish
to keep private and secure.
Multi-site businesses that need to share data.
Businesses that are looking to, or already invest in
Cloud services.
Remote sites that need to ensure that critical reports are
regularly transmitted or backups are always completed.
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High Performance
Our Private Cloud Connect infrastructure keeps all business traffic within a secure,
high performance environment between your Cloud-ready Private Network and the
Cloud provider.

Secure
Private Cloud Connect ensures that any ‘business’ traffic is transmitted and received
in a secure private environment and therefore does not touch the public Internet. By
keeping traffic in a secure environment (your private network) Private Cloud Connect
provides high availability for access to Cloud service providers.

Reduce Risk
Security risk is reduced when using Private Cloud Connect, as it allows you to access
multiple Cloud service providers via one connection. With a connection to each
service provider the security risk is higher.

Cloud Provider Compatibility
Private Cloud Connect provides onward connectivity to major Cloud service providers.

Unlock the Cloud
Using Private Cloud Connect and your chosen Cloud service provider, you can store
data or host securely in the Cloud, for access from anywhere. This reduces the cost of
locally stored data and allows for scalable solutions based on your changing business
needs. The service is available across a number of tariffs to give you the bandwidth
that meets your business growth requirements.

Resilience
Our Enterprise Grade resiliency for Private Cloud Connect delivers reliability of 99.99%
up time, with a fully monitored service and automated switch failover to alternative
ports which will deliver greater network and operational efficiencies.

About TalkTalk Business
TalkTalk Business is one of the UK’s fastest growing B2B telecoms providers, offering
a full range of business-grade communications products and services, spanning
Connectivity and Networking, Hosted Solutions, Mobile, Voice and IP telephone
systems. Our mission is to deliver what matters most to our 180,000+ business and
public sector customers, and 800+ Partners, through consistently reliable, easy-touse, innovative, great value solutions.
TalkTalk Business is truly innovative, looking for ways to disrupt the market and deliver
value back to our customers. Following an investment of over £600m, we operate
one of Britain’s largest Next Generation Networks with 100% UK coverage, 95% on our
network. We can deliver to over 3,000 exchanges, on-net for EFM and Fibre Ethernet,
giving us circa 60% more local exchanges than BT.
With over 20 years’ experience providing support to customers - from national
retailers to sole traders - and with future-proof, scalable technology, and standout
service, TalkTalk Business aims to empower you to connect to the things that matter
most: your customers, employees and suppliers.

Get in touch to see how we can
help you transform your business
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